
How needed is the worldwide Church?
Monday, May 30, 2022

Complete your BIG sheet. 
Answering the following questions. 

What issue is this article highlighting and 
how does it make you feel?

How will this impact Christians around the 
world?

What Christian teaching could you apply to 
this situation that would encourage 
worldwide Christian involvement?

Do you think it is a Christians duty to 
intervene, why/why not?

EXT –
List all the 
different forms 
of purpose for 
a Church



How needed is the worldwide Church?
Monday, May 30, 2022

To know the roles of the worldwide Church

To know how to explain the importance of the worldwide Church to Christians

To know evaluate the effects of the worldwide Church including how and why it works for reconciliation

To know how to assess the impact of persecution on the worldwide Church and evaluate its current global role. 



“It is easy to be a Christian in the world today”

Can you name these 
flags? 

What links these 
countries/flags?



What does this quote mean? 
What is the impact of this quote? 

How does it apply to the worldwide church?

AMBER 
Implies 
Suggests 
Shows 
Demonstrates 
Highlights 

+ GREEN
Also 
Another
In addition
Furthermore
Taking this further 

+ BLUE 
Perhaps 
Maybe 
Could 
Might
Possibly



What are the implications of reconciliation for 
society?

Why was this reconciliation 
significant to society? 

What were the impacts of 
the cold war? 

What examples can you 
think of where 

reconciliation has not 
worked between 

neighbouring countries? 



Why should the Church be helping ? 

1. Jesus taught to love God and love your neighbour
2. St Paul teaches that love is greater than any other spiritual gift.  

It doesn’t matter what you do without love none of it matters. 
3. Parable of the Sheep and Goats teaches that those that help 

someone who is suffering will be sent to heaven. 

What is St Paul’s connection 
to persecution within 

Christianity?



Using your resource organise the Christian teaching to the Christian 
practice. 

Spider diagram around your resources with :

• What is the practice?
• What does the practice do?

• What does it affect the local or global community, how?
• Outline one positive effect of the practice 
• Outline one negative effect of the practice 



Christian Responses to persecution?

Response Supporting quote from scripture
For some Christians, persecution can 

have a positive effect, as it 
strengthens their faith and conviction. 

It also allows them to share in the, 
suffering of Jesus.

“I want to know Christ - yes, to know the power of his resurrection and 
participation in his sufferings” (Philippians 3:10)

This means…
It would influence a Christian to…

The Church believes it is important to 
act against persecution, by supporting 

persecuted Christians wherever 
possible and campaigning on their 

behalf.

“If one part suffers, every part suffers with it” (1 Corinthians  2:26)

This means…

It would influence a Christian to…

Christians are encouraged to show 
love and forgiveness towards their 

persecutors.

“Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good” (Romans 12:21)

This means…
It would influence a Christian to…

What do these SOWAs mean and how would it influence a Christian?



Matthew  - “Be careful not to practice your righteousness in front 
of others to be seen by them. If you do, you will have no reward 

from your Father in heaven.”

What is Matthew warning Christians of, why?



Explain two ways that the Church still holds relevance in the 
global community today. In your answer you must refer to a source 

of wisdom and authority (5).

One way the Church still holds relevance in the global 
community is …for example…

Another reason is…for example…

One way the Church still holds relevance in the global community is…it 
brings the Gospel to all people. For example…missionary work in 
countries that are destabilised. 



Outline three types of families. 
One type of family is a single-parent family where children live with only one parent. 
A second type of family is a same-sex parent family with two men or two women. 
A third type of family is a nuclear family with a mother, father and children living together. 

(___/3 marks)

Explain two reasons why Christians may oppose sex before marriage. 
One reason why Christians may oppose sex before marriage because of beliefs in chastity. 
A second reason why Christians may oppose sex before marriage is because adultery is 
forbidden by the Ten Commandments so sexual relationships should only happen within 
marriage. 

(___/4 marks)

Explain two ways Christians may respond to the issue of divorce. 
Refer to a SOWA in your answer. 
One way a Christian may respond to the issue of divorce is by saying that it goes against what God wants 
for humanity. In the marriage vows it states, ‘till death do us part’, so marriage should be for life and 
divorce should be avoided. 
Another way a Christian might respond is by stating how important marriage is for a stable society. 

(___/5 marks)

1.Read through 
each question 
and answer.

2.Decide how 
many marks 
you think the 

answer 
deserves.

3.Correct your 
answers to 
green pen 

Pupil Independent Marking Plenary
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